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“

“

Inclusion is not a strategy to help people fit into the
systems and structures which exist in our societies;
it is about transforming those systems and structures
to make it better for everyone.
― Diane Richler

Many organizational cultures and inclusion initiatives
haven’t been able to keep pace with how rapidly
the global marketplace and talent landscape are
transforming. It’s time to catch up. Our Inclusion Labs
are customized to help leaders develop or refine their
inclusion strategy, or take an in-depth look at specific
areas of interest. Our Labs will help leaders generate
innovative solutions, prioritize key initiatives, and kick
start making an impact in their organization.

Types of Inclusion Labs

DEFINE
an Inclusion strategy, set the
vision, and prioritize key efforts

EXPLORE
key Inclusion topics, brainstorm
solutions, and develop initiatives

TARGET
a specific area of Inclusion and
develop an action plan to address

{Sample Custom Labs}
Our Inclusion Labs are customized to the unique goals and needs of
our clients and where they are on their Inclusion journeys. Here are
some sample topics that have been covered in our Labs:

1

What is our organization’s business case for inclusion and how
do we build awareness around it?

2

How do we address our challenges with specific populations
(e.g., women of color, LBGT, veterans, millennials, etc.)?

3

What is the latest research and thought leadership around inclusion
(e.g., uncovering talent, diversity of thought) and how can we bring
them to life in our organization?

4

How does work-life fit and flexibility fit into our current Inclusion
strategy?

5

How do we drive accountability through metrics and reporting?

6

What are the leading inclusion practices (e.g., sponsorship,
diversity recruiting, succession planning) and how could we apply
them to our organization?
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